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and I study the chemistry of rarefied gases
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NOEMA

ALMA

… I am interested in astrochemistry, cosmochemistry, 
prebiotic chemistry and astrobiology

ASI MIGLIORA (prebiotic
chemistry) + PRIN PNRR 

ThermOPoly (degradation of space-
technology polymers by 

thermospheric oxygen) just started
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there are no test 
tubes in my lab

Let me introduce myself: I am a chemist (not a biochemist) 
and I study the chemistry of rarefied gases

You are seeing 
a crossed
molecular beam 
apparatus to 
study reactive
bimolecular
collisions



The CMB technique: an experimental technique born to address fundamental issues that (by chance) 
nicely reproduce the low number density conditions of the interstellar medium or upper planetary

atmospheres

During my
master thesis: 
we studied
what we could
study

now: we study 
what we want
to study



Molecular complexity in space

Why do we care to begin with?

Where do we find it?

How does it work?



Increase in complexity: how does the increase in molecular complexity occur?

most common molecules in the Galaxy



Increase in complexity: how does the increase in molecular complexity occur?

most common molecules in the Galaxy



element molar 

fraction

O 0.48

Mg 0.16

Si 0.15

Fe 0.15

Al 0.02

element molar 

fraction

H 0.91

He 0.09

O 2.7x10-4

C 1.3x10-4

N 7.3x10-5

element molar 

fraction

H 0.63

O 0.24

C 0.12

N 0.01

S 4x10-4

Because organic compounds form the basis of all earthly life and there are no obvious ways 
of synthetizing them under the conditions of primordial Earth. And not only that:

Chemical composition: Universe vs human body
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05/03/2024

Internal rocky planets are 
depleted of volatile species AND 
of carbon 

Abundance of elements 
in Earth's crust

Estimated abundances of the chemical elements in the Solar 
System (logarithmic scale)

A little amount of carbon and mostly in 
the wrong form (CO2 or carbonates)

Carbon is present in oxidized forms while
life requires reduced carbon



Basic steps in the origin of life 

Adapted from G. F. 
Joyce, Nature 

(2002)

|
4.5 billion years ago:

Formation of the 
Solar System and 

planet Earth

|
4.2 billion years ago:
Stable hydrosphere

|
4.2-4.0 billion years ago:

Prebiotic chemistry
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Adapted from G. F. 
Joyce, Nature 

(2002)

|
4.5 billion years ago:

Formation of the 
Solar System and 

planet Earth

|
4.2 billion years ago:
Stable hydrosphere

|               
ca. 4 billion years ago:

Pre-RNA and RNA world

|
ca. 3.6 billion years ago:
First DNA /protein life

|
3.6 billion years ago - now:

Diversification of life

|
4.2-4.0 billion years ago:

Prebiotic chemistry



Basic steps in the origin of life 

|
4.5 billion years ago:

Formation of the 
Solar System and 

planet Earth

|
4.2 billion years ago:
Stable hydrosphere

|
4.2-4.0 billion years ago:

Prebiotic chemistry

THE FIRST STEPS 
HAVE PROBABLY 

BEEN FASTER 
THAN WHAT WE 
HAVE THOUGHT

4.4 before 4.1



Basic steps in the origin of life 

|
4.5 billion years ago:

Formation of the 
Solar System and 

planet Earth

|
4.2 billion years ago:
Stable hydrosphere

|
4.2-4.0 billion years ago:

Prebiotic chemistry

4.4 before 4.1

=  organic chemistry

massive organic
synthesis leading to
accumulation in a 
water-dominated
environment???

Nowadays, after billions of years of active photosynthesis that converted 
CO2 into biochemicals, the total mass of living entities is only of the order 

of 5.51014 kg to be compared with 1.351021 kg of (surface) water.
How could two aminoacids, randomly formed by sporadic favorable 
processes, meet each other and form a peptide bond in such an unfavorable 
scenario? 
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leading to accumulation in a 

water-dominated
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endogenous 
synthesis of complex 
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from simple parent 

species

exogenous 
delivery

Carriers: 
IDPs, meteorites, asteroids, 

comets

Star-forming 
regions in the 

interstellar 
medium



|
4.5 billion years ago:

Formation of the 
Solar System and 

planet Earth

|
4.2 billion years ago:
Stable hydrosphere

|
4.2-4.0 billion years ago:

Prebiotic chemistry

massive organic synthesis
leading to accumulation in a 

water-dominated
environment???

exogenous 
delivery

Carriers: 
IDPs, meteorites, asteroids, 

comets

Star-forming 
regions in the 

interstellar 
medium

From Ooka et al., ChemElectroChem 2019 

endogenous 
synthesis of complex 

organic molecules 
from simple parent 

species

Hydrothermal vents

Basic steps in the origin of life 



Credit: Bill Saxton 
(NRAO/AUI/NSF)

prebiotic molecules
could be a legacy of

ISM chemistry



Prebiotic molecules in space
(according to my own definition):

simple enough to be formed in abiotic processes, but
containing the functional groups of biological molecules
(or their precursors) AND having the capability to 
evolve in more complex species



Prebiotic molecules in space
(according to my own definition):

simple enough to be formed in abiotic processes, but
containing the functional groups of biological molecules
(or their precursors) AND having the capability to
evolve in more complex species

e.g. unsaturated nitriles

Why them? In the 
presence of liquid water 
they easily hydrolyze
forming amino acids

have they been
observed in the 

interstellar medium?



2 atoms

AlF AlCl C2 CH CH+ CN CO CO+ CP CS CSi HCl H2 KCl NH NO NS NaCl OH PN SO SO+ SiN SiO SiS HF  SH  FeO S2 CF+ O2 PO  SH+

AlO ArH+ NO+ TiO HCl+ NS+ CrO

3 atoms

C3 C2H C2O C2S CH2 HCN HCO HCO+ HCS+ HOC+ H2O H2S HNC HNO MgCN MgNC N2H
+ N2O NaCN OCS  SO2 c-SiC2 CO2 NH2 H3

+   

AlNC FeCN KCN  SiNC HCP  CCP  SiCSi CCN  TiO2 HO2 HCS S2H 

4 atoms

c-C3H   l-C3H  C3N C3O C3S C2H2 CH2D
+ HCCN HCNH+ HNCO HNCS HOCO+ H2CO H2CN H2CS H3O

+ NH3   SiC3   C3N
- PH3 HCNO  HOCN  

HCCO  NCCP  MgCCH HMgNC l-C3H
+ H2O2

5 atoms

C5 C4H C4Si l-C3H2 c-C3H2 CH2CN CH4 HCCCN HC2NC HCOOH CH2NH H2C2O H2NCN HNC3 SiH4 H2COH+ C4H
- CNCHO  NCCNH+

NH3D
+    H2NCO+ CH3O  HNCNH CH3Cl

6 atoms

C5H  C5O C2H4 CH3CN CH3NC CH3OH CH3SH HC3NH+ HC2CHO HCONH2 l-H2C4 C5N  HC4N  c-H2C3O  CH2CNH  C5N
- C5S  CNCHNH 

SiH3CN 

7 atoms

C6H CH2CHCN CH3C2H HC5N HCOCH3 NH2CH3 c-C2H4O CH2CHOH C6H
- CH3NCO HC5O

8 atoms

CH3C3N HCOOCH3 CH3COOH C7H H2C6 CH2OHCHO CH2CHCHO C2H6  CH2CCHCN NH2CH2CN  (NH2)2CO  CH3CHNH CH3SiH3

9 atoms

CH3C4H CH3CH2CN (CH3)2O CH3CH2OH HC7N C8H CH3CONH2 C8H
- CH2CHCH3 CH3CH2SH CH3NHCHO HC7O  CH2CHCH2CN 

H2CCHC3N  H2CCCHCCH  H2CCCHCCH

10 atoms

CH3C5N (CH3)2CO NH2CH2COOH CH3CH2CHO CH2OHCH2OH CH3OCH2OH HC7NH+ CH3CHCHCN  CH3C(CN)CH2 CH2CHCH2CN

 11 atoms

HC9N   CH3C6H  C6H6 HC11N CO(CH2OH)2 HCOOC2H5 CH3COOCH3 CH3CH(O)CH2  C3H7CN  C14H10
+ HOCH2CH2NH2 H2CCCHC4H  

CH3C7N  c-C5H5CN C6H5CN  C10H7CN  C9H7CN C5H5CCH c-C5H4CCH2 C60 C60
+

+ PAHs family

from www.astrochymist.org

ca. 300 molecules

Less than 40 species do not contain carbon !!

Identified interstellar and circumstellar species



Molecules/ions detected in comets

Comet 67P/C-G on 7 July 2015. Image credits: 
ESA/Rosetta/NAVCAM.

Hanni et al. 

NATURE 

COMMUNICATIONS | 

https://doi.org/10.1038/s414

67-022-31346-9



Organic molecules
& meteorites

From Pizzarello, Acc. Chem. Res. 2006



Organic molecules
& meteorites

From Pizzarello, Acc. Chem. Res. 2006





But in our solar 
system, there is a 
very special case 

that seems to 
support a new vision
of the endogenous 
synthesis scenario: 

Titan and the organic
inventory of its

atmosphere



Global 
chemical
scheme

aerosols

EUV  and energetic particles

induce the formation of active

forms of nitrogen

(N•, N2*, N
+, N2

+)

UV photons induce dissociation and 

ionization of methane Cassini

A very active chemistry begins, 

leading up to organic

macromolecules and their ions.

N2 ca. 98%; CH4 ca. 2%

Credit: ESA

The formation
of complex

organic
molecules starts

in the upper 
part of the 
atmosphere 

in the gas phase

up to 10000 Da



P ca. 1- mbar

P < 10-6 mbar

a detached haze layer at an altitude of 500 km 

is 150–200 km higher than that observed by 

Voyager

Complex molecules already seen at 1000 km

Stratosphere 50-250 km

Mesosphere 250-500 km

Thermosphere 500-1400 km

Troposphere 0-50 km



Image Credit: NASA

haze layers in Pluto’s 
atmosphere

200 km of altitude
P of a few microbars





gas-phase

molecules

potential

precursor of

with C-N bonds
(e.g. HCN, CH3CN, C2N2, HCCCN, 

CH2NH, C2H3CN)

aminoacids &

nucleic bases

with C-O bonds
(e.g. H2CO, CH3COH, CH3COOH, 

(CH2OH)2, CH2OHCHO) 
sugars &

aminoacids

with C-C multiple bonds
(e.g. from C2H2 up to polyynes)

long carbon chain 

molecules, PAHs

+ many others which might be present/synthesized  in the gas-phase

e.g.  H2O,  NH3, NH2CH2CN, HCOCN, 
CH3CONH2, HCONH2 , CH3SH etc.



# of interstellar 
molecules > 300 

(see CDMS or JPL 
catalogues)

˜45% of them are organic 
molecules with at least 6 

atoms (Interstellar 
Complex Organic 

Molecules) and have some 
prebiotic potential

How are they formed
under the harsh
environments of the 
interstellar medium?

observed in the gas-phase, 
their origin is debated



How are they formed under the harsh environments of the interstellar medium?

 Low number density (as low as 104 cm-3)

- Chemistry needs molecular encounters
- In those conditions, no 3-body collisions



 Low temperature (as low as 10 K)

reactants

transition state

products

∆𝑯𝒓𝒆𝒂𝒄
°

𝑬𝒂

Chemistry needs energy to promote reactivity
also for exothermic reaction

How are they formed under the harsh environments of the interstellar medium?

Relevant reactions 
must involve 

transient species
(ions, radicals)



By mass, 99% of the ISM is gas and 1% is dust

Dust particles and their icy mantle can play an important role



Dust particles and icy mantles: 
preferential sites to induce chemical reactivity?

from Wendy Brown (PCCP 2014)mobility of frozen 
species at very 

low T? 
desorption 

mechanisms at 
very low T?

- perfect third body
- “concentrator”



My solid-state 
chemistry professor, a 
luminary in his field, 
told us in the first 
lecture of his course 

“solid-state 
chemistry does not 
exist”.



Dense cloud (very low T)

consensus



Protostellar phase

consensus

hotly debated

Dense cloud (very low T)

© C. Ceccarelli (IPAG)



How are they formed under the harsh environments of the interstellar medium? To 
answer this question we rely on a multidisciplinary approach (there is no way to simulate 
this chemistry in one single experiment)

astronomical
detections

astrochemical
models

laboratory
experiments and 

quantum simulations

ca. 8000 elementary reactions including: 

- dissociation, excitation & ionization
processes

- neutral-neutral reactions

- ion-molecule reactions

- heterogeneous processes (1% dust) 

Only a small percentage
has been characterized
in lab experiments yet



What is the status of our knowledge of gas phase reactions? 
In particular, bimolecular reactions…

we have three pillars

 CRESU (Cinétique de Réaction en Ecoulement 
Supersonique Uniforme) technique

Rennes

low T, as low as those of interest in the ISM

credit: S. Le Picard

Fantastic experimental technique that has twice
revolutionised our common sense in astrochemistry: at 
the beginning of the 90’s by proving that neutral-neutral
reactions can be very fast at the low T of cold interstellar
objects and now showing significant non-Arrehnius
behavior for some reactions

it does not provide a single-collision
environmentBUT



What is the status of our knowledge of gas phase reactions? 
In particular, bimolecular reactions…

we have three pillars

 collision free experiments 
(molecular beam experiments)

Crossed molecular
beam method

Perugia

very low pressure (reactions under single 
collision conditions) 



atomic 

beam 

source
molecular 

beam 

source

detector

Pcollision chamber < 10-5 Pa

the colliding species are prepared by 
expanding the gases into two distinct
molecular beams which cross each
other at a specific angle and collision
energy

 the species of each beam are made 
to collide only with the molecules of 
the other beam at the collision center; 
the formed products fly undisturbed
towards the detector

• because of the large mean free path, the products do not undergo secondary or 
wall collisions before arriving at the detector chamber

• this allows us to observe the consequences of (many) identical well-defined
single molecular collisions

The crossed molecular beam method: an experimental technique to study 
bimolecular reactions under single collision conditions

👍



primary 

beam 

source

What we measure:

- N()  product intensity as a function of 
the scattering angle, 

laboratory angular distribution
- N(,v)  product intensity as a function 

of velocity (time) (at selected angles)
Time-Of-Flight spectra

What we learn:
- reaction mechanism
- energy release



potential energy surface (PES)

- primary products & branching ratios

secondary 

beam source

tunable electron 

impact ionizer

PERUGIA

Crossed beam apparatus with "universal" mass 
spectrometric detection and time-of-flight analysis

- continuous beams
- crossing angle: 45°, 90°, 135°

LAB frame  CM frame (forward convolution routine)

product CM angular distribution, T()
product translational energy distribution, P(E’T)



Neutral-neutral reactions of astrophysical relevance 
investigated in Perugia with the crossed molecular beam method:

• O + C2H2, C2H4, CH2CCH2, CH3CCH, CH3CHCH2, H2S, C6H6, 
C5H5N, C6H5CH3, C2H3CN, HCCCN

• OH + H2, CO, C2H4

• O + CH3, C3H5

• CN + C2H2, CH3CCH, C2H4, C2H3CN, HCCCN
• N(2D) + H2, H2O, CH4, C2H2, C2H4, C2H6, CH2CCH2, CH3CCH
C2H3CN, HCCCN, C6H6, C5H5N, C6H5CH3

• C + C2H2, C2H4, CH3CCH
• C2(X

1Σg
+,a3Πu) + C2H2

• C6H5 + O2, 1,3-butadiene
• C(1D) + CH4

• S(1D) + C2H2,C2H4, CH4

+ the huge amount of 
work by Ralf Kaiser (Univ
Hawaii)

This approach nicely reproduces the 
low-density conditions of interstellar

objects, but NOT their low 
temperatures



What is the status of our knowledge of gas phase reactions? 
In particular, bimolecular reactions…

we have three pillars

 quantum chemistry calculations

H=E

Potential energy surface:
- DFT calculations
- CCSD(T) calculations
- CASPT2 calculations

Gaussian, Molpro
kinetics calculations:
- RRKM
- capture theory
- modified Lennard-Jones capture
theory



a) There are no versatile experimental techniques achieving both low T 
and P: a theoretical description of the reactive process via electronic 
structure calculations of the relevant potential energy surface + kinetics
calculations can provide the rate coefficients under the conditions of
interest; the comparison with available experimental data tests the 
accuracy of the calculations

What is the status of our knowledge of gas phase reactions? 
In particular, bimolecular reactions…

we have three pillars

 quantum chemistry calculations



Rate coefficients at low T (CRESU)

Reaction mechanism + 
product branching ratios

(crossed molecular beam experiments)

Accurate potential energy surface

Calculate
anything
you need



a) There are no versatile experimental techniques achieving both low T 
and P: a theoretical description of the reactive process via electronic 
structure calculations of the relevant potential energy surface + kinetics
calculations can provide the rate coefficients under the conditions of
interest; the comparison with available experimental data tests the 
accuracy of the calculations

b) There are no experimental data at all: a theoretical description 
of the reactive process via electronic structure calculations of the 
relevant potential energy surface + kinetics calculations can 
provide an educated guess of the reaction rate coefficients

What is the status of our knowledge of gas phase reactions? 
In particular, bimolecular reactions…

we have three pillars

 quantum chemistry calculations



I will now illustrate a couple of case studies of systems 
that has been characterized in my group with a 
theoretical approach only and with a combined 

experimental and theoretical approach (one is related to 
the interstellar medium and one is related to Titan)

before that, a caveat: usually, we expect that by 
increasing the complexity of the reactants, we will also 

have an increase in the complexity of the products 
- this is not necessarily true





NH + CH3 → CH2=NH + H

NH + C2H5 → CH3CH=NH + H

suggested by Quan et al. (ApJ 2016)

widely investigated system



The reaction NH + C2H5

0.0

H0
0 (kJ/mol)

-202.6
CH3CHNH+H

-114.2

-311.4

CH3CH2NH

-339.8
CH3CHNH2

-185.7CH2CHNH2+H

TS2
H2C CH2

N

H

+ H

TS11

TS12
TS4

CH3NHCH2

-304.1

TS8

CH3NCH3

-301.3

TS7

-230.6CH3 + CH2NH

TS3

-163.7CH3NCH2+H

-82.7CHNH2 + CH3
TS14

TS15

-300.9
CH2CH2NH2

TS6
TS10

-228.3C2H4 + NH2
TS16

TS9

TS5

-58.9
CH3CNH2+HTS13

-27.5CH2NHCH2+H

TS17

TS1

CH3CH2 + NH (3

CH3N + CH3 -14.3

Balucani et al. 
Mol. Astrophys. 2018according to our kinetics calculations, 

the reaction is very fast (much faster
than that assumed in the model) but
the yield of ethanimine is only 10%

This because sigma 
C-C bond are 
weaker than other
sigma bonds (in 
particular C-H) 
and, therefore, 
easier to break.

No surprise that
most of the 
interstellar
complex organic
molecules do have
multiple C-C 
bonds.



NH+CH3 → CH2=NH+H

NH+C2H5 → CH2=NH + CH3

90%

10%

NH + C2H5 → CH3CH=NH + H

single C-C bonds are 
weaker than C-H 
bonds; the channel
corresponding to

increasing complexity
is minor (but sizeable)



The formation of 
glycolaldehyde from ethanol

an astrochemical connection among interstellar
CH3CH2OH and HCOOH, CH3COOH, CH2OHCHO

Ethanol in easily formed on the water ice of 
dust grains by the direct reaction of the C2H 

radicals with the water molecules of ice



0.9 0.1
expt’s from
the literature

dedicated
calculations

. .



H2CO + CH2OH  Y=81%

The potential energy surface for the reaction O+CH2CH2OH

Skouteris et al. ApJ 2018, 854, 135

HCOCH2OH + H   Y=19%



HCOOH + CH3 Y=60%

Skouteris et al. ApJ 2018, 854, 135

The potential energy surface for the reaction O+CH3CHOH

CH3COOH + H   Y=34%

CH3CHO+OH   Y=6%



Kinetics calculations (Capture Theory + RRKM)



Kinetics calculations (Capture Theory + RRKM)

The astrochemical model (Nahoon + revised KIDA 
database)

The abundance of glycolaldehyde
plotted against the abundance of 

ethanol for four different
astrochemical objects follows

closely the theoretical predictions
based on our model (the three

red curves correspond to 
different branching ratios of the 

ethanol radicals on hydrogen
abstraction by the OH radical).



glycolaldehyde if formed by the ethanol tree scheme: a further
confirmation by the study of its deuteration degree



Secondary KIE

Primary KIE



Small 
secondary KIE

primary KIE



Small 
secondary KIE

primary KIE



NH2 + H2CO

We have tested three case systems

CH3OH + CH3OH2
+

formamide

dimethyl ether

O + CH2CH2OH
glycolaldehyde

Skouteris et al. MNRAS 2017

Pannacci et al., in preparation

Vazart et al. ApJ 2022

gas

phase chemistry

We are now working on a fourth
case 

O + CH3OCH2
methyl formate





The atmospheric chemistry of Titan, the massive moon of Saturn

Sagan et al. Acc. Chem. Res. 1992

Main constituents of the atmosphere of 
Titan: N2 (>95%), CH4(1.4-4.9%), H2, C2H6, 

C2H2, C2H4, HCN, HCCCN, C2N2, …

P at the surface: 1.6 bar 
T at the surface: 94 K

Voyager

Cassini

Huygens

defined by Carl Sagan “a laboratory for prebiological
organic chemistry” on a planetary scale



is it possible to synthesize pyridine
and pyrimidine under the conditions
of the upper atmosphere of Titan? 

possible detection of pyridine (m/z=80) by the Ion 
Neutral Mass Spectometer onboard Cassini

Implications
for prebiotic
chemistry



+ N(2D)

- CH

+ N(2D)

- CH

A theoretical characterization of both
reactions indicates that they can occur under 

the conditions of the upper atmosphere of 
Titan, being exothermic and without barriers
above the energy of the reactants asymptote

(Rosi et al. 2018)

But those specific reaction channels are 
in competition with other channels – we
need to run experiments to establish the 

product yield (branching ratios) 



emission near 3.28 m in Titan’s upper
daytime atmosphere

PAHs + 
N-PAHs
(ca. 1/3)



Cassini 

Plasma 

Spectrometer

-

Ion Beam

Spectrometer

PAHs & 
PANHs in 

Titan



Atomic nitrogen in the excited 2D state is metastable with a very long radiative lifetime (~ 48 h) and a very high 
energy content (230 kJ/mol). In the upper atmosphere ot Titan EUV & electron impact induced dissociation, 
dissociative ionization and N2

+ dissociative recombination produce N(4S) and N(2D) states in similar amounts. 

Nitrogen fixation in the atmosphere of Titan

mole fractions as a function of the altitude

10-7

Vuitton et al., 2019

toluene

In our laboratory, 
we have already investigated
the reactions of N(2D) with 
the aliphatic hydrocarbons

abundant in Titan, 
e.g., CH4, C2H6, 

C2H4, C2H2, C3H4, HC3N 



Atomic nitrogen in the excited 2D state is metastable with a very long radiative lifetime (~ 48 h) and a very high 
energy content (230 kJ/mol). In the upper atmosphere ot Titan EUV & electron impact induced dissociation, 
dissociative ionization and N2

+ dissociative recombination produce N(4S) and N(2D) states in similar amounts. 

Nitrogen fixation in the atmosphere of Titan

mole fractions as a function of the altitude

10-7

Vuitton et al., 2019

toluene



• Crossed beam experiment
(Perugia, product yields)

• CRESU experiments
(Bordeaux, global rate 
coefficient)

• quantum chemistry and 
kinetics calculations
(Perugia)

• photochemical model 
simulation for Titan
(Bordeaux)



Best-fit center-of-mass functions

N(2D) + C6H6

the dominant
channel is a 
ring-contraction
reaction with 
the formation of 
the coproduct
HCN

Experimental BR

H-displacement channel: 
0.05  0.03

Ring-contraction
channel: 0.95  0.15

The formation of a 

reaction intermediate 

allow us using a 

statistical approach



Primary products Experimental branching ratio 
(Ec=31.8 kJ/mol)

RRKM branching ratio

C6H5N + H 0.05  0.03 7-atom ring: 0.12

H-displacement with 
contraction of the ring: 0.02

C5H5 + HCN 
or C4H4N + C2H2 0.95  0.15

C5H5 + HCN: 0.79

C4H4N + C2H2: 0.04

the dominant channel is a ring-contraction reaction

N(2D) +
+ HCN

RRKM: Small dependence of BR on the available energy



Simplified potential energy surface

by Marzio Rosi 
Relative energies computed at CBS level with inclusion of core–
valence correlation and ZPE correction



It does not work either: also in this case, the dominant channel is a ring 
contraction reaction

N(2D) + C5H5N, the second step: from pyridine to pyrimidine

Laboratory angular distributions Time-of-flight spectra

N(2D) +

+ HCN
ca. 60%

Ec=8.0 

kcal/mol

+ H
40%



+ N(2D)

- CH

+ N(2D)

- CH

Pyridine and pyrimidine have been
searched for with ALMA and not found



EUV  photons and energetic particles (electrons, 
protons from the magnetosphere of Saturn) induce 

the formation of active forms of nitrogen
(N•, N*, N2*, N+, N2

+)

VUV photons and energetic particles induce 
dissociation and ionization of methane

A very active chemistry begins, leading up to N-
bearing macro-molecules and their ions.

Also galactic cosmic rays induce 
similar processes but at much 

lower altitude

Credit: ESA

Global chemical scheme of upper atmosphere





cosmic rays ionization 
in Titan's atmosphere:
- total ionization;
- electrostatic stopping 
of protons;
- electrostatic stopping 
of charged pions;
- electrostatic stopping 
of muons;
- (thicker line) 
electromagnetic shower 
due to 0;  
- electromagnetic 
shower due to muons

Molina-Cuberos et al. Planetary and Space Science 1999



The Permitivity Wave and Altimetry system 

(Huygens) detected a hidden ionosphere much 

below the main ionosphere. Theoretical models 

predicted a low altitude ionosphere produced by 

cosmic rays that, contrary to magnetospheric 

particles and UV photons, are able to

penetrate down in the atmosphere.

electrons

cations

GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH 

LETTERS, VOL. 35, L2210 

doi:10.1029/2008GL035338, 

2008



Magneto-

sphere of 

Saturn

(200 eV)

GCR

From Gronoff et al. A&A 2009

Total ionization computed for 
the nightside T5 flyby conditions

GCR

electrons, 
protons



Photon flux versus altitude and wavelengthPhoton penetration altitude as a function of wavelength

From the photochemical model by Vuitton et al. 2019



GCR produce also neutral transient species

N2 +    GCR      N(4S)/N(2D) + N+ + e- 12%
N2

+ + e- 53%
N(4S) + N(2D) 35%

From the photochemical model by Vuitton et al. 2019



GCR

Magnetospheric

Electrons

EUV

Dobrijevic

& Loison

Icarus 2018 



Cyanogen

Vuitton et al. 2019



Dobrijevic

& Loison

Icarus 2018 



Loison et 

al

Icarus 2015 

methanimine ammonia





NH2-CH2-CH2-OH

Monoethanolamine (MEA)

NH2-CH-CH2-OH

MEA rad2 ()

NH2-CH2-CH-OH

MEA rad1 ()

OH
(*)k=7.8x10-11

HCOOH

Formic acid

NH2-CH2-COOH

Glycine
NH2-CH2-CHO

Amino-acetaldehyde
NH2CHO

Formamide

HO-CH2-COOH

Glycolaldehyde

NH2-CO-CH2OH

Hydroxyacetamide

(*)k=7.0x10-11

the genealogical tree of monoethanolamine

(*) available in the 

literature (cm3 s-1)

O O







Gas-phase prebiotic chemistry: 
the first chemical step in abiogenesis?

physics biology

chemistry of
increasing
complexity

CH4, 

N2

CnHmNp



Gas-phase prebiotic chemistry: 
the first chemical step in abiogenesis?

physics biology

chemistry of
increasing
complexity



The aggregation of H, O, N, C 
(and other elements) atoms 

into molecules and the 
subsequent chemical 

evolution are still occurring 
now in the Universe, as 

witnessed by the 
identification of more than 

300 molecular species in the 
harsh chemical environments 
of interstellar clouds and by 

the gas-phase chemical 
evolution of the atmospheres 

of several solar objects like 
Titan.

Gas-phase prebiotic chemistry: 
the first chemical step in abiogenesis?

Simple as they might seem compared to other 
processes of relevance in the study of the origin 
of life, the formation mechanisms of many of the 

observed molecules and radicals are far from 
being understood, while a comprehension of 

those processes can help to set the stage for the 
emergence of life to occur.



Am I 

alone?



Am I 

alone?
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Am I 

alone?

Am I 

alone?
Am I 

alone?
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Nuclear astrophysics

it provides us with the 
ingredients for the recipe of 
life



for your attention


